PROGRAM PROFILE

Northwestern Polytechnic
Enduring Friendship at Northwestern Polytechnic
2022 is set to be another big year for Alberta’s newest polytechnic. After unveiling a fresh look and entrepreneurial vision,
later this fall the institution will celebrate the 22-year anniversary of our On-Campus Friendship Centre.
Established in 2000, the initiative was the first of its kind in Canada and made way for other similar Indigenous friendly spaces.
Wander through the halls of NWP and you’ll discover a warm and welcoming environment that was made possible by a
partnership with the Grande Prairie Friendship Centre. The On-Campus Friendship Centre is open to all students and provides a
supportive hub to ensure a successful post-secondary journey, strong connections and a smooth transition to life in a new city.
The On-Campus Friendship Centre features
ff Elders

in Residence – Loretta Parenteau-English and Theresa Gladue

ff Telephone,
ff The

computer and Internet access to assist with studies and research

Homework Club - offering free tutoring for all students

ff A

meeting room for staff and students

ff A

place to visit, relax enjoy a coffee or have lunch

ff Gatherings
ff Regular

on the third Wednesday of the month

activities and much more…

Northwestern Polytechnic (formerly Grande Prairie Regional College) reflects the entrepreneurial energy of the region it
represents. Established as a college more than five decades ago, the institution received its polytechnic designation in 2021.
With campuses in Grande Prairie and Fairview, the institution serves students from across Alberta, Canada and the world.
Students pursue a wide variety of academic programs ranging from certificates and diplomas to degrees.
For more information visit us at nwpolytech.ca

There is Room
for Everyone
in the Circle
Our On-Campus Friendship Centre
events help to create a sense of
belonging for all students.
Join us for daily smudging, drum
group, important ceremonies and
cultural teachings.
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